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Abstract. We address experimentally the large-scale dynamics of Si (100) surfaces
during the initial stages of anisotropic wet (KOH) chemical etching, which are
characterized through atomic force microscopy. These systems are known to lead
to the formation of characteristic pyramids, or hillocks, of typical sizes in the
nanometric/micrometer scales, thus with potential for the large number of applications
that can benet from nanotexturing of Si surfaces. The present pattern formation
process is very strongly disordered in space. We assess the space correlations in such
type of rough surfaces and elucidate the existence of a complex and rich morphological
evolution, featuring at least three dierent regimes in just 10 minutes of etching. Such
a complex time behavior cannot be consistently explained within a single formalism
for dynamic scaling. The pyramidal structure reveals itself as the basic morphological
motif of the surface throughout the dynamics. A detailed analysis of the surface slope
distribution with etching time reveals that the texturing process induced by the KOH
etching is rather gradual and progressive, which accounts for the dynamic complexity.
The various stages of the morphological evolution can be accurately reproduced by
computer-generated surfaces composed by uncorrelated pyramidal structures. To
reach such an agreement, the key parameters are the average pyramid size, which
increases with etching time, its distribution, and the surface coverage by the pyramidal
structures.
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1. Introduction
Texturing of silicon (Si) surfaces is important for several device fabrication processes
which are advantageous for high speed capacitors, MOSFETs, high eciency solar
cells [1, 2, 3], CMOS [4], MEMS devices [5], optical switches [6], nanoprobes, laser
cavities, etc. [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Anisotropic etching is a preferred texturing method owing
to the presence of minimum defect densities/surface defects [12, 13] on the textured
surface by changing the local etch rate [14, 15]. To reduce the time and production
cost and to achieve high conversion eciency without involving lithography, anisotropic
texturing using alkaline hydroxide solutions such as potassium hydroxide (KOH), tetra-
methyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), etc. is a promising candidate as compared to
other physical techniques [16, 5]. Wet etching of Si surfaces depends both on doping
concentration and on the orientation of the surface [17]. Anisotropy is due to the fact
that the removal of the surface atoms is a site-dependent process at the microscopic scale
[18]. The etch anisotropy ratio for Si in the (111):(110):(100) directions is approximately
1:600:400 [19]. The formation of pyramidal structures, or hillocks, on the Si (100) surface
is a result of the high etch rate of (100) and (110) planes in comparison with the (111)
planes, leading to slower etching of the latter [20, 21]. Although it is now agreed that
the hillocks nucleate thanks to some mechanism that stabilizes their apices, the precise
nature of the mechanism remains to be understood [22, 18, 23, 24]. Elwenspoek [25] has
shown that the slowest etch rate of (111) surfaces is primarily due to their higher step
free energy which increases the activation energy for cavity formation process during
the KOH etch. Later, a theoretical study indicated that the microscopic activation
energy of the surface atoms for a particular plane is determined by the nearest and
next-nearest atoms and the plane symmetry [19]. Other studies have established a
realistic connection between the macroscopic activation energy of the etch rate and the
microscopic activation energies of the atomistic processes [26, 27].
From a general point of view, owing to the miniaturization of devices, in recent
years the improved understanding of the roughness of the etched surface has gained
importance both, from the practical and from the fundamental points of view. It has
thus become important to determine precise fabrication conditions for these structures
that lead to desired levels of surface smoothness. The topographical changes that
take place during Si wet etching have already been studied in this context, both
experimentally and theoretically [28, 29, 30]. These works also address pyramidal hillock
formation on Si surfaces, which constitutes a major source of roughness along the time
evolution of the system. Actually, under conditions in which large uctuations take
place in the statistics of the morphology [31], the study of the collective properties of
the surface frequently allows to infer the type of physical mechanisms which drive the
topographical behavior [32, 33]. This type of approach has been successfully employed
to understand surface physical or chemical growth or erosion mechanisms governing
topography for a number of systems [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 7, 39, 40, 41]. For the specic
case of Si etching, quantitative studies in this direction have also been performed
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[35, 42, 21, 43]. Thus, for experimental NaOH etching [35], percolation properties
have been assessed for the ensuing in-plane arrangement of mound-like hillocks, whose
out-of-plane correlations display so-called anomalous scaling [44, 45, 46]. Isotropic Si
etching has been studied experimentally [42] and compared qualitatively with kinetic
Monte Carlo (kMC) simulations of one-dimensional models [21]. More recently [43],
some properties of the average surface roughness have been assessed experimentally for
KOH anisotropic etching, including dependence with temperature. In particular, it has
been determined that the surface roughness increases initially with etching time, to
nally reach a saturation or steady-state [47, 14, 48]. The dynamics of hillocks in this
regime has been studied experimentally and modeled using the Monte Carlo method by
allowing for site-dependent detachment probabilities [48].
In this paper, we address the intial stages of surface etching (up to 10 minutes
of etching under our working conditions, see below), in which the surface roughness
increases with time, that is, well before roughness saturation. We study the dynamical
evolution of the submicrometric hillock pattern that ensues under anisotropic KOH
etching of Si(100) surfaces, focusing on the collective morphological properties of the
surface, as well as their behavior with etching time. Although strongly disordered, the
surface morphology is not uncorrelated. Actually, it features space correlations with
scale-invariant properties akin to those found in kinetically rough systems, which in
principle indicates non-trivial behavior in the spatial self-organization of the hillock
pattern [31, 32, 33, 49, 50]. In particular, conspicuously large uctuations are found
to take place in the values of the surface height from point to point on the substrate.
However, the time evolution is more complex than in other experimental instances in
which rough interfaces occur, to such an extent that the morphological behavior is hard
to reconcile with the precise expectations for kinetically rough surfaces [31, 49, 50]. This
suggests the existence of very dierent mechanisms controlling the collective behavior
of the hillock pattern at dierent stages during the time evolution, a fact which is also
supported by the observed time evolution of the statistical distribution of the facet
angles, which evidences a gradual texturization process. Notwithstanding, systematic
comparison of our experimental hillock arrangements with those synthetically obtained
through open software [51] allows us to interpret the geometrical content of the space
correlation functions which we measure. These ndings are discussed in the light of the
dierent physical mechanisms proposed for hillock formation and dynamics under wet
chemical etching of Si(100) surfaces.
2. Experiment
2.1. Sample preparation
Undoped single-side polished Si (100) surfaces were chemically etched using a KOH
solution in a clean room environment. The Si wafers were procured from Vin
Karola Instruments grown by Czochralski method and having an electrical resistivity
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-cm. Samples were prepared for dierent etch times. 1  1 cm2 Si wafers,
cut from 2 inch-diameter wafers, were ultrasonically cleaned for 15 minutes at room
temperature with isopropyl alcohol. Each wafer was rinsed with ultrapure deionized
water after sonication using a Millipore system. A 7 wt% (1.25 M) KOH solution was
taken and kept on stirring at a constant temperature of 80 C for 1.5 hours. According
to the literature, these can be considered as low concentration conditions. The Si wafer
was dipped into KOH solution for a specic etch time at room temperature which was
kept constant for the entire process. Identical procedure was employed to etch Si wafers
for etch times of 30, 90, 120, 240, 360, 480, and 600 seconds.
2.2. Sample characterization
The surface morphologies of the etched Si wafers were measured using Bruker
Multimode-8 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) in tapping mode. For each sample,
512  512 pixels images were acquired for three dierent image lateral sizes of 10, 25,
and 50 microns. For each scan size, three dierent regions were scanned to account for
better statistics and data reproducibility. Silicon cantilevers (Bruker) with a nominal
radius of 8 nm were employed.
3. Results
3.1. Morphological characterization and scaling analysis of as-prepared samples
AFM images of KOH etched Si surfaces for dierent etch times are shown in Fig. 1.
Transverse one-dimensional cuts of these images are additionally shown in Fig. 2. After
an etching time of 30 s, mounded structures appear scattered on the Si surface. These
structures grow in size between 90 and 120 s, leading to a rather high density of bright
spots which is highest at 120 s, when the protruding structures become 500-700 nm
wide. As can be seen in the inset, some of these structures already have a faceted
pyramidal morphology, while others are more rounded. However, at 240 s this process
has led to the emergence of a few, well-dened pyramidal structures, with a bright
contrast and a rather heterogeneous size distribution. These are surrounded by smaller
structures, see inset. With further etching, pyramids grow and display sharper forms.
At an etch time of about 480 s, these pyramids practically form a homogeneous and
compact surface. Finally, large hillocks are observed after etching the sample for 600 s,
akin to the 240 s case, but with a higher pyramid coverage. Figures 1 and 2 indicate
the existence of two basic lateral lengths in the morphologies, namely, the motif size, ,
and the average inter-motif distance, . They are evident in the corresponding proles
for 240 s, 360 s, and 600 s, where large protruding pyramidal structures are visible that
are not compactly arranged. For other etching times, there is also a distribution of
structures, most of which resemble a basic motif, a square pyramid. These structures
are quite disordered on the substrate plane within a single AFM image, leading to a
wide distribution of the inter-pyramid distances.
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Figure 1. AFM top-views of the Si(100) surfaces for etching times as provided in the
legends. Height color bars are provided on the right of each top view; the dierences in
scales between dierent images reect roughness increase with time. The inset in the
30 s image corresponds to the initial pristine Si surface (0 s). The scale bars represent
10 m. The insets for 120 s and 240 s show higher resolution images taken on the
corresponding backgrounds. The scale bars represent 3 m.
Figure 2. Typical surface proles for the etched surfaces for times: (a) from 0 to 120
s, and (b) between 240 and 600 s. Solid bars provide the vertical scales in each case
and dier by a factor of 5 between the two panels.
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Figure 3. (a) Log-log plot of the experimental global surface roughness W vs etching
time. For reference, the straight lines correspond to power-law behavior W  t with
values for  as indicated.(b) Plot of the experimental surface skewness 1 vs etching
time. (c) Log-log plot of the (radially-averaged) experimental PSD for etching times
as indicated in the legend. The bullets correspond to the pristine Si(100) surface. For
reference, the dashed straight line represents the power-law behavior S(k)  1=k2+2
with  = 1:4. Inset: Plot of the correlation length lc obtained from the corresponding
PSD curves (see text) as a function of etching time.
Overall, the AFM images show large-scale surface roughening and faceting. In order
to have deeper insight into the surface dynamics, we have analyzed the evolution of the
global surface roughness, W (t) [31, 49], with etching time t, provided in Fig. 3a. For
each time, W (t) has been computed using those images that have the largest lateral
size, L = 50 m. Indeed, the global roughness increases with time at changing rates
that last short periods of roughly 2 to 4 minutes. Thus, the initial stages when mound
structures emerge are characterized by a relatively slow roughening, W (t)  t1 with a
value of the growth exponent 1 = 0:28. Moreover, the change in the growth regime
at 240 s suggested by the AFM image in Fig. 1 is conrmed by the sharp increase in
the value of the roughness: indeed, W (t = 240 s) is more than three times larger than
W (t = 120 s). However, the roughening process slows down between 240 s and 480 s,
so that W (t)  t2 with 2 = 0:34. This regime corresponds to the gradual increase
of the hillock density that nally reaches full coverage by pyramids at 480 s, similar to
the behavior between 30 s and 120 s. Finally, at 600 s the roughness increases again
substantially, becoming more than twice its value at 480 s.
Another statistical parameter that is helpful to describe the interface morphology
is the skewness, 1(t), that measures the lack of up-down symmetry of the distribution
of height values around its mean [49]. The experimental time evolution of 1 is plotted
in Fig. 3b. Thus, from 30 s to 120 s the skewness increases from 0.4 to 1.5. At 240
s, 1 undergoes a huge increase up to a value larger than 4, which correlates with the
emergence of a few, large pyramids from the background. Afterwards, between 360 s
and 480 s, the skewness goes back to values which are similar to those measured within
the initial time regime, with a minimum at 480 s, i.e., when the surface is fully covered
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by the pyramid structures. Finally, at 600 s 1 increases again due to the fact that the
surface is not fully covered by the large pyramids. Summarizing, the behavior of the
skewness seems to correlate with the surface coverage by the emerging pyramids with
respect to the homogeneous background, and to the average pyramid height relative to
the surface roughness. Large 1 values are obtained when this coverage is low and the
pyramids are relatively high, whereas the skewness is reduced for a surface with a high
density of hillocks, particularly when the pyramid coverage tends to unity, due to the
enhanced symmetry of the surface morphology with respect to its average height.
Qualitatively, the behavior observed for the global roughness and the skewness
suggests the following surface evolution: 1) slow roughening and an increase of 1
(associated with the emergence of mounds) up to 120 s. 2) A sharp increase of W
associated with the development of few large pyramids at 240 s, leading to a substantial
increase of the skewness. 3) Slow-down of the roughening process between 300 and 480
s, due to the gradual covering of the surface by the emerging pyramids, which become
more numerous with time, decreasing the value of 1. 4) At 600 s, W increases again due
to the incomplete coverage of the surface by the existing pyramids. Similar patterns are
frequently observed at long times in the present type of wet etching process [47, 48, 43].
Both, roughness and skewness are global average quantities that characterize the
behavior of the surface as a whole. Further detailed information can be gained from
a study of correlation functions, which are sensitive to the morphological behavior at
dierent scales. A very useful one [32] is the surface structure factor or power spectral
density (PSD) [31, 49] S(k; t), where k is the wave-vector magnitude. Figure 3c shows
the (radially-averaged) PSD function obtained for dierent etching times including the
pristine initial Si(100) surface. Note how the initial space correlations, encoded in the
dependence of S(k; t) with k, have disappeared at all length-scales (equivalently, all
values of wave-vector k) already after 30 s etching time. For each time, the behavior of
the PSD can be roughly seen to feature a k-independent (-dependent) behavior for small
(large) wave-vectors. The former implies that parts of the surface remain statistically
independent, i.e., uncorrelated, at the corresponding large distances. The latter behavior
is approximately consistent with power-law decay in the form S(k)  1=k2+2 for a
suitable choice of the so-called roughness exponent . For any xed time, there is a
wave vector value kc separating small-k from large-k behaviors in the PSD. We estimate
it (with up to 20% error bars) by measuring the crossing point between the straight line
dened by the linear dependence observed at large k (parallel to the dashed line in Fig.
3c) and a horizontal line describing uncorrelated, k-independent behavior.z The inverse
of this characteristic wave-vector denes the correlation length, lc = 1=kc, i.e. a lateral
distance within which height values are statistically correlated variables. The inset of
Fig. 3c shows the thus obtained values of lc for dierent times. The correlation length
increases from 700 nm at 30 s up to almost 4 m at 240 s, then decreases down to 2.5-3
m in the 360-480 s range, and increases back up to 5.8 m at 600 s.
z Statistically relevant length scales can be equivalently obtained from the time behavior of the surface
roughness w(l; t), as obtained over images of lateral size l, see Fig. S1 in Suplemental Material.
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The existence of a basic motif (the square pyramids) in our experimental
topographies suggests the relevance of two associated scales, namely, the average
pyramid size  and the average inter-pyramid distance , which should be identiable
e.g. in the PSD data, akin to island formation in submonolayer growth [52] and to
mound formation in multilayer growth [50]. Indeed, e.g. in the former context  can
be identied from the occurrence of a well-dened maximum in the PSD at relatively
small k. However, the k-dependence of our PSD curves is less clear-cut for small k and
requires a more detailed study, performed in Sec. 3.2 below.
For now, we focus on the experimental large-k behavior, corresponding to distances
smaller than the average pyramid size. As seen in Fig. 3c, the power-law behavior that
is obtained is well characterized by  = 1:4 > 1, the PSD for dierent times overlapping
except for 120 and 240 s. This behavior is reminiscent of so-called kinetic roughening
[31, 49]. A surface is said to be kinetically rough if its time and space correlations follow
power laws like W (t)  t or S(k)  1=k2+2, where  and  are related in a precise way.
This is encoded in a so-called dynamic scaling Ansatz for the space and time behavior of
correlation functions [31, 49], which generalizes to non-equilibrium systems (hence the
name kinetic) the classic scaling Ansatz describing equilibrium critical phenomena or
second-order phase transitions [53]. However, power-law correlations can also occur for
surfaces whose topography is dominated by a characteristic form or motif [54, 55, 56] and
which are not kinetically rough because the expected scaling Ansatz is not fullled. We
believe this is the case in our experiments, in contrast with previous works that discuss
similar wet etching processes in the kinetic roughening context [35, 42, 21, 43]. Namely,
attempts to consistently analyze our data under the most comprehensive formulation of
the dynamic scaling Ansatz compatible with our result that  > 1 [45] prove unsuccesful.
Hence, we believe that the exponent  that we measure originates in the well-dened
geometry of the pyramids rather than in kinetic roughening.
3.2. Synthetic patterns
In order to assess the morphological relevance of the pyramidal motif along the full
etching process, it is useful to analyze the slope distribution of the images. This is
done in Fig. 4a (left column), which shows the AFM images of the surfaces etched
after 90 and 600 s, with the corresponding slope histograms as insets. Specically,
the slope distribution shown is a 2D plot in which the independent variables are the
space derivatives of the height, mx = @h=@x and my = @h=@y along the two coordinate
direction on the AFM images; the dependent variable is the fraction of points of the
original AFM topograph at which the slopes happen to equal the pair of values (mx;my).
Indeed, the two experimental surfaces display a square-symmetric pattern, as evidenced
by the form of the corresponding slope histograms. This is more clear for the 600 s
image, for which the signal is particularly enhanced at the vertices. In contrast, for the
90 s surface the square pattern is more blurred, although still discernible. Therefore,
the slope distribution suggests that a similar basic motif is the basic component of the
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Figure 4. (Panel a): Left column: experimental AFM images of silicon surfaces etched
for 90 s (top) and 600 s (bottom). Right column: Synthetic random arrangements
of square pyramids resulting in images of similar roughness as the corresponding
experimental image shown on the same row. All horizontal size bars represent 10
m. Insets: 2D slope histograms. (Panel b): Radial PSD functions of the experimental
AFM image (solid line) and of the synthetic surface (open symbols), both corresponding
to a scan size of 50 m for an etch time of 600 s.
morphology already from the very early stages of the process, namely, the square hillocks
that are so evident in the AFM topograph at 600 s. For the shortest etching times the
slope distribution is more diuse, indicative of an incipient surface texturing process.
The fact that the basic structural motif of the evolving surface is pyramidal allows
us to model the surface at the dierent stages by producing synthetic surfaces that
readily employ such a basic morphological unit. Specically, we make use of Gwyddion
[51], an open software package for surface data analysis, in order to generate random
arrangements of square pyramids. For each etching time, we have tuned the parameters
controlling the synthetic surface in order to reproduce, not only the measured surface
roughness, but also the full experimental PSD curve, thereby reproducing the space
correlations experimentally measured at that time. In this process, we have found
that there are two key parameters [see the Supplementary Information (SI) for further
details]: the rst and most important one is the average size of the pyramids. Thus, in
order to accurately reproduce the experimental surface correlations, we have increased
the pyramid size with etching time (using motif size/image size ratios of 0.5%, 0.9%,
1.2%, 2%, 2.3%, 2.9%, and 4.5% for increasing times). Simultaneously, we have kept
xed the variance of the distribution of pyramid sizes to a relatively low value, 0.21,
for all etching times. The second main parameter that controls agreement between
experimental and synthetic surfaces is the coverage of the surface by the randomly
arranged pyramids. We dene pyramid coverage [51] as the average number of pyramids
which cover a pixel on the image. Hence, for synthetic surfaces in which the pyramids
visually ll the whole surface with coverage larger than 1, there is substantial overlapping
of dierent pyramids. Specically, we have employed pyramid coverage equal to 4, except
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for 30 s (coverage = 0:8) and 240 s (coverage = 0:32).
In this way, by changing the average pyramid size and by re-scaling the lateral
and vertical dimensions, we are able to reproduce the experimental images, not only
qualitatively but also quantitatively. Qualitative agreement can be appreciated in
Fig. 4a (right column), which shows the synthetic images for 90 s (top) and 600 s
(bottom), in parallel with the corresponding experimental AFM top views. The visual
similarity between the experimental and synthetic images is striking, specially for 600
s. The 2D slope distributions of the synthetic morphologies are also shown as insets.
The clear square-symmetric patterns conrm our previous conclusions with respect
to the experimental images. The increased sharpness of the pattern in the synthetic
surface for the short etching time indicates that, at the beginning of the process, the
pyramidal structures are not so well developed yet. Indeed, the contrast of the 2D
slope distributions is sharper and more homogeneous along the square sides in the
synthetic cases, as expected due to the perfection of their pyramidal motifs. Quantitative
agreement between the experimental and synthetic surfaces is conrmed in Fig. 4b,
where we show the PSD functions of the experimental and the synthetic 50  50 m2
images, for 600 s etching time. Note that the two sets of data match throughout k-space,
implying virtually identical values of the global roughness. This type of quantitative
agreement has been reproduced for all the etching times and scan sizes by suitably tuning
the motif size, with the exceptions noted above. Small discrepancies have only been
found at large k-values for the smallest images carrying a smaller number of individual
hillocks, where some aliasing eects also take place.
The possibility to match the experimental images with synthetic surfaces composed
by randomly arranged pyramids allows us to better interpret the PSDs of Fig. 3c. As
noted above, two basic length scales should occur in this system,  and . Whereas the
former is related to the power-law regime for large k, the latter should appear as a peak
in the PSD for lower k values [52, 50], which is not clearly seen in Fig. 3. In the SI
we further analyze our synthetic surfaces for dierent parameter values of the random
pyramid distribution. The conclusion is that large pyramid sizes relative to the image
size and large surface coverage by pyramids hamper the occurrence of the peak in the
PSD which is associated with the inter-pyramid distance . Morphological analysis like
that in [52] for submonolayer pentacene islands on at silicon oxide surfaces can allow
to identify  and  in the PSD. However, this is only possible when the surface coverage
by pyramids is relatively small, which in our case occurs up to 240 s, see the SI. The
high coverage and disorder of our experimental pyramid distribution for longer times
hampers application of the approach in [52]. Nevertheless, the value of  and  can still
be inferred from the Autocorrelation (ACF) and height dierent correlation (HDCF)
functions [50], see the SI. Indeed, the two distances are closely correlated for t < 240
s, as expected for an arrangement of well-dened pyramids, while they are not clearly
related for longer etching times, supporting a more random positioning of pyramids.
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4. Discussion
The results obtained in the previous sections suggest that: (i) non-trivial space
correlations build up in the surface patterns, (ii) at an etching time of approximately
240 s there is a change of behavior in the system; (iii) two basic lengths exist in the
morphologies, namely, the pyramid size and the inter-pyramid distance, particularly
for long etching times. The surface morphology does not display kinetic roughening
properties [31], power-law behavior at distances smaller than the pyramid size being
induced by the geometry of this basic motif.
The quantitative description of the experimental space correlations by our synthetic
surfaces allows us to think of the morphologies in terms of a random distribution
of pyramids. We can further consider this fact in the light of the scenario of wet
etching of silicon surfaces reviewed in the Introduction. Thus, the etching process
becomes inhibited at some locations (through some of the various mechanisms proposed)
that become apices wherefrom growth of pyramidal hillocks nucleates. Depending on
the specic mechanism that operates, these nucleation sites can change or lose their
condition dynamically, leading to a complex morphological evolution. A scenario like
this corresponds in general terms to an etching process with poisoning [57]: indeed, the
large surface uctuations implied by the fact that  = 1:4 > 1 (and the time behavior
of the roughess, as assessed in the SI) agree with this behaviour. This is consistent with
the view that wet etching of Si(100) proceeds via etching inhibition at certain sites,
already at the early stages of the process.
We can obtain further insight into the present rich morphological dynamics by
considering further experimental properties of the hillock assembly. As mentioned
above, one of the main mechanisms leading to the pyramidal texturization of the Si(100)
surface is based on the slower etching rate of the f111g planes. Hence, it is natural to
study the time evolution of the facet angles with respect to the at Si(100) plane. The
corresponding data are displayed in Fig. 5, where we show the distribution (histogram)
of facet azimuth angles for dierent etching times. We consider the azimuth to be the
angle subtended by the projection of the normal direction to the facet onto the xy
substrate plane with the x axis; it measures the facet orientation. Initially, up to 120 s
a bimodal distribution is observed with predominant angles around 10 and 30. This
corresponds to the emergence of mounded structures. After 240 s this distribution is
even narrower and less symmetric, with a preferred maximum close to 5 (due to the
smoother background) and a secondary maximum near 50 (due to the large pyramids).
This correlates with the clear observation of scattered, large, and well-formed pyramidal
structures on the surface. At later times, a higher slope, close to 50, develops, which
becomes predominant after 600 s of etching. We should remark that the ideal angle
between the f111g and f100g planes is 54.7 [24], very close to this value. Hence, the
present data indicate a texturization process which evolves rapidly with time. The
dierent dynamical stages detected in the dynamics of the roughness are related to the
progressive faceting of the surface, whereby close-to-perfect pyramids eventually form.
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Figure 5. Normalized facet azimuth angle distribution for the experimental surfaces
at dierent etching times, as indicated in the legend.
Note also that, as f111g planes are becoming more populated, i.e. with progressive
texturization, the average etching rate decreases. Interestingly, for etching times longer
than 240 s the faceting process continues mainly via formation of smaller pyramid
structures, rather than through the coarsening and growth of existing ones, see Fig.
2. This is consistent with the relatively low KOH concentration condition employed in
our studies. Under these conditions, the etching of the background (non texturized)
surface is relatively slow, which allows the formation of new pyramidal structures before
the existing ones grow in height and size. This is also consistent with the fact that at
600 s the surface is basically composed by a distribution of pyramidal structures with a
small dispersion of sizes. Recall that, in the synthetic patterns, a low variance value of
the motif size was used.
We still need to address in further detail how the observed morphological behavior
can be understood under the framework of the poisoning mechanisms mentioned in
the Introduction. These mechanisms include the eect of bubbles [14], the adsorption
of inhibiting species, like metals, from the solution [22], and the selective reactivity of
specic sites on the surface [58, 24]. The eect of bubbles on the morphology is supported
by the observation that, under stirring conditions which specically prevent bubble
formation, the hillock density and size are largely reduced [22]. The two remaining
mechanisms are based on processes that take place at atomic scales. For instance,
detailed numerical simulations are available in the literature [22, 18, 48], in which
the formation and evolution of the pyramidal structures during wet etching of Si(100)
surfaces is addressed. A main goal of these studies is to assess the specic microscopic
mechanism that controls the onset of pyramid formation. However, it may be hard to
directly infer from microscopic models the collective behavior of the surface morphology
composed by an assembly of pyramids, such as is our present focus.
Under the experimental conditions that we study, masking of surface sites through
the formation of hydrogen bubbles seems unlikely. First, the relatively low KOH
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concentration conditions should induce formation of relatively large, or at least medium-
sized, bubbles [14] that, accordingly, would lead to large pyramid sizes, which is not
the case in the initial stages that we address. Moreover, except for the 240 s case,
our surfaces are quite homogeneous, which suggests a uniform distribution of small
bubbles over the surface. This scenario seems unlikely at these KOH concentration and
short etching times. The additional mechanisms of inhibitor species [22] or selective
site reactivity [58, 24] are based on a slower or null etching rate at given surface sites
which thus become the pyramid apices. The latter mechanism was proposed for a H-
terminated Si surface, which is likely not the case for our system due to the KOH
etching, which induces the formation of OH-terminated sites on the Si surface [59, 14].
In the former mechanism, the pyramid apices would be a consequence of the presence
of species that inhibit etching. When they arrive to the surface from the solution,
they should do so along random trajectories, in such a way that they would impinge
the most exposed surface locations with a higher probability. In that case they would
inhibit surface sites randomly. Upon stirring, the arrival of these species should be
more homogenously distributed on the surface, which might be related with the reduced
pyramidal structuring.
5. Conclusions
In summary, we have studied the early-time regime of nano-pyramid hillock formation
under alkaline wet chemical etching of silicon targets. Overall, the process can
be understood in terms of the formation of mounds that evolve into characteristic
and well-formed square pyramids, emergence of individual pyramids being essentially
uncorrelated in space. Two basic length scales characterize the surface morphology,
namely, the pyramid size and the average inter-pyramid distance. The non-trivial
behavior of experimental space correlation functions can be attributed to the occurrence
of a well-dened pyramidal shape, coexisting with a strong heterogeneity. The behavior
of correlations with etching time does not agree with kinetic roughening properties,
likely due to the gradual surface texturing process that is taking place.
At any xed time the full behavior of the observed space correlation functions
can be quantitatively reproduced by that of synthetic images that have been obtained
employing freely available software for surface data analysis. Actually, this agreement
validates the representation of the process in terms of the uncorrelated emergence of
individual, well-dened pyramids. On the way, the variation of the correlation functions
of the synthetic interfaces with parameters underscores the dynamical relevance of the
average pyramid size and of the surface coverage by pyramids as the main experimental
features determining the morphological properties of the experimental surfaces. Finally,
our ndings seem to agree, at least partially, with physical mechanisms for hillock
formation under wet etching which are based on some type of poisoning, more than
with those advocating alternative processes, such as bubble formation.
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